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ON CERTAIN ISOLATED NORMAL SINGULARITIES

LUCIAN BADESCU

Introduction.

In the following we shall fix an algebraically closed field K of
arbitrary characteristic. The term variety will mean an algebraic scheme
over K which is integral. In general we shall use the notations and the
terminology of Elements de Geometrie Algebrique of A. Grothendieck
and J. Dieudonne. For instance, if Z is a variety and x e Z is a point,
then Oz>x means the local ring of Z at x and mx — the maximal ideal
of OZtX.

Let Y be a variety and y e Y a closed normal point, which is defined
as reduced closed subscheme of Y by the coherent sheaf of ideals /,
where Jy = my and Jz = Oγ>z for every zΦy. Consider the cartesian
diagram of blowing up of Y of center J:

φ-\y) = Z' - U X = Proj 0 Jn

in which the exceptional locus X' is defined as closed subscheme of X
by the coherent (invertible) ideal / = Ox(l). If Xr is non singular, then
X is also non singular at each point of X', because the ideal / is in-
vertible. Thus the point y is either non singular or an isolated normal
singularity of Y.

The aim of this paper is the study of normal (isolated) singularities
which give rise by blowing up to a diagram (*) in which Xf is isomorphic
to a product Pni x x PUr of r (r > 1) protective spaces over K
(n19 > ,nr being strictly positive integers). Because in this case the
Picard group of Xf is Z r, then the conormal bundle (or sheaf — we do not
make any distinction between these two terms) of X' into X is of the
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206 LUCIAN BADESCU

form ΐ*/ = pfiOis^) ® ® P?(O(sr)) (in the following denoted simply
by O(sίf , 5r)), where pv is the v** canonical projection of Pni x x Pn r

and O(sv) is the invertible sheaf on Pnv associated to the hypersurfaces
of degree sv. Because ί*I is ample on X', it follows that all su are
strictly positive integers. Thus it is convenient to give:

DEFINITION. In the above situation, we shall say that the point y
is an isolated normal singularity of type ((nl9 s^, , (nr9 sr))9 with all
nv9 sv strictly positive integers.

In particular the dimension of such a singularity is ^ + + nr + 1.
In the section 1 the main result (theorem 1) asserts that any two

singularities of the same type ((nu Sj), , (nr, sr)) are analytically equiva-
lent in the sense that their completions in the topologies of their maximal
ideals are isomorphic. For the case where the ground field K is the
field of the complex numbers, this theorem follows from an analytical
result of Grauert (see H. Grauert—Uber Modifikationen und exzeptionelle
analytische Mengen, Math. Annalen, 146 (1962), pp. 331-368, § 4, theorem
7). Our proof is purely algebraic and uses some facts from Lefschetz's
theory in Grothendieck's form (see [10]), so that the result holds in every
characteristic. As a corollary, we prove that these singularities are
always Cohen-Macaulay. Finally one computes the multiplicity and the
divisor class group of the local ring of such a singularity. All results
of section 1 extend some of a previous paper (see [7]), where one con-
sidered only the case r = 1 (which arises in the context of "rational
contractions" in the sense of [5]).

In the second part of the paper we are interested in the behaviour
of the dualizing sheaf ωγ (see [1] for the definition) by taking the inverse
image via the morphism φ of blowing up, and in particular when ωγ is
invertible. The main result is theorem 2 which can be stated as
follows: let yeY be an isolated singularity of type ((n19 Sj), - - ,(nr,sr)).
Then its local ring Oγ>y is Gorenstein if and only if 1 + nx = as19 , 1 +
nr = asr where a is a (necessarily positive) integer, and in this case ωγ

is invertible in a neighbourhood of y and ωx = φ*(ωτ)®P~a.

In particular, if a = 1, one get the formula ωx = <p*(ωγ) in other
words the isolated normal singularities yeY of type ((n19nx + 1),
• , (nr, nr + 1)) have the property that the canonical divisor of Y is
locally +-> principal at y and its inverse image by φ is a canonical divisor
of X. M. Artin proved that a rational singularity of a surfaces Y (see
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ISOLATED NORMAL SINGULARITIES 207

[3] for the definition of the rational singularities of surfaces) has this

last property to respect to a minimal desingularization φ: X —> Y if and

only if it is a rational double point (see [2]).

As a consequence of theorem 2, one proves among others, that

the vertex of the affine cone of Pn x Pm via the Segre imbedding is a

Gorenstein point if and only if n = m.

§ l An example and the analytical equivalence of any two singularities of

the same type ((nί9 sx), , (nr9 sr)).

We begin with a standard example of isolated normal singularity of

type ((n19sj, •• ,(n r ,s r )).

EXAMPLE. Let us fix 2r (r > 1) strictly positive integers nί9 , nr

s19 , sr and put Xf = Pni X X PWr. Denote by L the invertible

sheaf O(s19 , sr) as above and consider the imbedding Λ: -X7 =—> Pι

(with t=(ni + Sl)-- (Ur + Sr) - l) given by equations:

where uJ0, «̂ yTOy are the homogeneous coordinates of the protective space

Pnj>iju > 0 and i i 0 + + ijnj = SJ It is not difficult to see that the

parametric equations (1) are equivalent with the implicites ones:

( O\ T T T T
\ * ) •*• '•';ίjo,ίji, ",ίjnj','"

J ~ ,hjo,hj1, ~,hjnJ ,'~ — *• •• ;*yotftyi; »ftyn/. £ •• ;e<7 o,e<7 i,...,e<; n j.;...

where all the indexes are non negative, ij0 + + ijn. — hjQ + +

hjnj = kj0 + + kjnj = ej0 + + ejnj = Sj for all j = 1,2, , r and

^/ + ^ / = ^ / + eύf f ° r a i l = 1,2, , r and / = 0,1, , nό.

If Sj = = s r = 1, Λ is the Segre immersion, while the case r — 1

and s = §! > 0 gives rise to the Veronese immersion of Pn by forms of

degree s. In general we shall say that the imbedding λ is the Segre-

Veronese immersion.

Now the vertex of the affine cone of X' via the imbedding λ is an

isolated normal singularity of type ((nί9 sj, , (nr, sr)). In fact the

blowing up of this cone at its vertex coincides with the vector bundle

V(L) associated to the invertible sheaf L and the immersion of the ex-

ceptional locus X' into y(L)-with the zero section of this bundle (see

EGA II, §8).
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208 LUGIAN BADESCU

PROPOSITION 1. Let y eY be an isolated normal singularity of
type ((n19 Sj), , (nr, sr)). With the notations of the diagram (*) from
introduction, one has: Rqφ*(In) = 0 for q > 0 and w > 0, Jn = φ*(In) for
n > 0 and there exists a canonical isomorphism of K-algebras

a: ®mn

ylm
n

y

+1 > ®H\Xf,i*In) .

The proof of this proposition is standard and just an adaptation of
the proof of theorem 2 of [6], once one knows how to compute the
cohomology of i*In. But this is not difficult using Kunneth's formulas:

(3) Hq(X', i*In) = Σ HHP*1,0(nsd) ® ® H«*(Pn% O(snr)) .

Because the cohomology of invertible sheaves on a protective space is

known (see FAC or EGA III) , one get : Hq(X',i*In) = 0 for all q>0

and n > 0 and

(4) dim* H\X', i*ln) = ( ) (
\ n / \ nr

COROLLARY 1. In the hypothesis of proposition 1, the dimension

( Ύί 1 o \ / Ύ) I o \

11 ( r r) and the

multiplicity of the local ring Oγ y is ^ " ' Ur'' g?1 s7?.
nx\ - nr\

Proof. All is clear because the formula (4) and proposition 1 give
the Samuel function and one applies the definition of the multiplicity.

COROLLARY 2. In the hypothesis of proposition 1, if Y is proper
over K, then χ(Y,Oγ) = χ{X9Ox).

Proof. Consider the Leray spectral sequence:

E? - HKY, Rqφ*Ox) = > H^{X, Oz) .

The proposition 1 says that this spectral sequence degenerates, therefore
for all p > 0 one get the isomorphisms HP(Y, φ*OΣ) = HP(X, OΣ) and
finally χ(Y, Oγ) = χ(X, OΣ) because φ*Ox = Oγ.

Remarks 1) The formula (3) shows that Hq(X', O(au , ar)) = 0 for
0 < q < nx + + nr and for every a = (au , ar) e Zr and Hq(X\ O(a19

. . . , ar)) = 0 for g = nλ + + n r and for every a such that aλ > — nx,
• ,α r > — nr.
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ISOLATED NORMAL SINGULARITIES 209

2) There is a 1 — 1 correspondence between the Picard group of
Y and the subgroup of the Picard group of X consisting by the classes
of isomorphic invertible sheaves L on X for which there exists an open
neighbourhood U of X' in X (and depending of L) such that L/U = Ox/U.
The correspondence is given by <p* and φ*. Indeed, one applies the fact
that φ*Ox = Oγ (proposition 1). Moreover, if L is an invertible sheaf
on X, trivial in a neighbourhood of X', then Rqφ*(L) = 0 for every
q > 0. Indeed, because X — Xe — Y — y, one has only to look at a
suitable open neighbourhood of Xf in X in which L is trivial and the
assertion becomes RQφ*(Oz) = 0 for every q > 0, which is contained in
the proposition 1.

Now we arrive at the main result of this section:

THEOREM 1. Let (Γ, y) and (Ϋ, y) be two isolated normal singularities
of the same type ((n19sj, ,(nr,sr)). Then the completions of the local
ring Oγ>y and OγtV in the topologies of their maximal ideals my and mP,
are isomorphic.^

Proof. It is obviously sufficient to take for (F, y) the singularity
considered in the above example. Let us denote by A the ra^-adic com-
pletion of the local ring OYtV and by m the maximal ideal of A. Consider
the cartesian diagram of blowing up of Spec (A) (denoted again by Y)
of center m:

(**)

m = y <=̂ -> Y = Spec (A) .

Since X' = Proj © mn/mn+1 and mn/mn+1 = m^jm^1, one deduces that

X' is again isomorphic to PWl x x PWr and i*I = Ofo, ,s r).
Step 1. The natural homomorphism of restriction ί*: Pic (X) —>

Pic (X7) = Z r is an isomorphism.
In fact the pair (X, X') verifies the effective Lefschetz condition (see

[10] expose X). In other words the functor F —> F defined on the category
of the locally free sheaves on X of finite rank into the category of locally
free sheaves of finite rank on the formal completion X of X along Xf is
an equivalence of categories. This follows from the comparison theorems

*} See added in proof.
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in algebraic geometry (EGA III (4.1.5) and (5.1.4)). More precisely, the
first theorem of comparison asserts that this functor is fully faithfull.
On the other hand, we have to observe that the single open neighbourhood
of Xf in X is X itself then the second theorem of comparison says that
this functor is "surjective", i.e. for every coherent locally free sheaf G
over X there exists a coherent sheaf over X such that F = G. With
the remark just made and the fact that the morphism X -> X is flat, one
can easily deduce that F is also locally free.

Now, in order to deduce that the homomorphism i* is anis omorphism,
the proposition 3.12 from [10] expose XI reduces the problem to verify that
Hq(X', ί*ln) = 0 for all n > 0 and q = 1,2. But this condition is clearly
fullfiled because X1 is a product of protective spaces and i*In = O(ns19

•• ,nsr).

Step 2. For every i = 1,2, r there exists an invertible sheaf Lt

on X such that i*(Lt) = O(0, ., 0,1,0, , 0) (1 on ith place) and
HKX, Lt ® /) = 0.

Indeed, the existence of Lt (for all i) is given by step 1, so we
have only to verify that H\X9 Lx ® I) = 0 for, consider the exact
sequence:

0 -> L, ® In+1 -> U ® /» -> ΐ^Ofe, , s ^ , a* + 1, βi+1, - , βr) = N, -> 0

which induces the exact sequence of cohomology:

H\X, Lt ® 7W+1) -> i ϊ ^ Z , Li ® /w) -> ί ί^Z 7 , iV,) - 0

and the assertion follows because in any case H\X, Lt ® 7W) = 0 for n > 0

and one applies descending induction on n.

Step 3. Construction of an isomorphism between A and OjtV (mv-

adic completion of the local ring OftV of the vertex of the cone of X'

via the Segre-Veronese imbedding).

First of all, by construction of Lu we have the exact sequence

0 -> Li ® 7->L,-> 1*0(0, . . . ,0,1,0, . . . , 0 ) - > 0

which gives rise to the exact sequence of cohomology:

H%X, Li) — #°(P% 0(1)) -> ί ί ^ Z , L, ® 7) = 0 .

If ^<0, , ttjn< is a base of the 7ί-vector space H°(X', O(0, , 0,1,0,

. , 0)) = H°(Pni, 0(1)), it follows that there exist uί0, . , ui7li e H°(X, L J

such that the restriction of uiS to Xr is precisely u'^. Therefore one can
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consider the following sections of / = L\x ® ® Ls

r

r (they are certainly

isomorphic because they have the same restrictions to Xf and by step 1,

ί* is bijective):

(10 α<10,...f<ll>iϊ...;<r0f...trilr = u%* u\iγ . . . vft Ufa e H°(X, I)

where ijk > 0 and ijQ + + ijnj = Sj. But H°(X,I) = m (proposition 1)

and these sections satisfy Segre-Veronese equations (2). By Nakayama

one deduces that they form a system of generators of the maximal ideal

m. Because the ground field K is contained in A, we can therefore

construct a homomorphism of if-algebras:

where Sί is the ideal generated by equations (2), such that T....ijOt...fijnj.m..

is mapped into u....ίjOί...tίjn,j.... Hence one get a local homomorphism

«: Oψ>v —> A with the property ε(mv) = m. Now it is clear that ε is an

isomorphism, because the residue fields of both rings are the same (namely

K), which completes the proof of theorem 1.

COROLLARY 1. Let yeY be an isolated normal singularity of type

((^i, Si), , (nr, sr)) then the local ring Oγ>y is Cohen-Macaulay.

Proof. Oγ>y is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if its m^-adic completion

is so, therefore theorem 1 reduces the problem to see that the local

ring of the isolated normal singularity considered in the example is

Cohen-Macaulay. Now one can prove this using the following criterium

([12], proposition 4, appendix of the lecture 13):

(***) Let R be a finitely generated graded algebra such that Ro = K

is a field and Rn is generated by Rfn. Let Xr = Proj (R) and Rm be the

localization of R to respect of the maximal ideal m = 0 Rn. Then

depth (Rm) > k (where k > 2) if and only if the canonical homomorphism

of graded algebras

a:R > ®H%X;O(n))
nez

is an isomorphism and Hl{X;, O(n)) = 0 for all n and 1 < i < k — 2.

In our case R is the homogeneous coordinates ring of Xf = Pnχ x

. . . x pnr via the immersion λ and Rm = Oψ>v. The remark 1 and the

fact that Xf is protectively normal show that depth (OγtV) > nλ + +

nr + 1 and therefore Oγ>y is Cohen-Macaulay because dim OψtV = nx +

• +nr + l.
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COROLLARY 2. Let y e Y be an isolated normal singularity of type

((^i, Si), -,(nr,sr)) and 0Yty the my-adic completion of its local ring OYty.

Then the divisor class group of O7lV (see N. Bourbaki, Algebre com-

mutative, chap. VII) is isomorphic to Zjdz Θ Zr~ι where d is the greatest

common divisor of slf , sr.

Proof. Put A = OYty and consider the diagram of blowing up (**)

from the proof of theorem 1. Because X is non singular, it follows that

the natural homomorphism of restriction ft*: Pic(X)—>Pic(X — Xf) (where

h:X — Xff=:—>X is the canonical open immersion) is surjective and

Ker (ft*) is the cyclic (infinite) group generated by the class of /. Hence

Pic(Z — X') is isomorphic to Zr/(Su...iSr)Z= Z/dz®Zr~ι (because i* is an

isomorphism, Pic(X') = Zr and i*/ = O(s19 ,s r)). On the other hand

Pic (X — X') = Pic (Y — y) is isomorphic to the divisor class group of

the local ring A, because dim (A) > 2.

§ 2. The dualizing sheaf and the isolated normal singularities of type ((n19 5X),

- • - , ( n r > s r ) ) .

First of all some terminology: a variety Z is said to be Cohen-

Macaulay (resp. Gorenstein) if for every point x e Z, the local ring OZtX

is Cohen-Macaulay (resp. Gorenstein).

Now recall the central result about duality of <-* the protective

Cohen-Macaulay varieties (see [1]):

THEOREM A (Grothendieck-Serre). Let X be a protective Cohen-

Macaulay variety of dimension d. Then there exists a uniquely deter-

minated coherent Ox module ωx such that for all coherent Ox-modules

F and all 0 < p < d there exists a non singular pairing

H*(X, F) X Extfc' (F, ωz) — K

i.e. a natural isomorphism of HP(X,F) with the dual of Έxtd

0~/{F, ωx).

If F is locally free of rank t, then

Extfc* (F, ωx) = H«-KX, # ® ωx)

where ί1 stands for the dual of F. ωx can be constructed as follows: take

an arbitrary imbedding X c=—> Pn — P and put ωx = Extl^ (OX,OP(—n — 1)).

// X is non singular, then ωx coincides to the (invertible) sheaf of germs

of differential forms Ωx/K of degree d.
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The following theorem of Grothendieck-Serre explains the importance

of <-> Gorenstein varieties.

THEOREM B (see [4], proposition 5.1). // X is a protective, Cohen-

Macaulay variety then ωx is invertible if and only if X is Gorenstein

(and in this case ωz is said to be the canonical class of X).

PROPOSITION 2. Let Y be a variety and y e Y be a closed normal

point. Consider the cartesian diagram (*) of blowing up of Y of center

y (see introduction) and suppose Xf non singular. Then, if Y is Goren-

stein at y, then the class of ωx, (in Pic(XO) belongs to the <-> sub-

group of Pic(X') generated by the class of the conormal bundle of Xf

in X.

Proof. As in introduction, y is an isolated singularity and X'

is contained in the open set Reg(X) = U of non singular points of X.

Define the invertible sheaf L on X such that L/U = (φ^(ωγ)/U)-1(S)(ωx/U)

(indeed ωγ is invertible in φ(U) because <p(U) is non singular outside of

y and Gorenstein at y) and L/X — Xr ^ Ox/X — X'. Because Xf is

irreducible and L is by construction trivial outside of X', it follows that

L = Ic where c is an integer. Indeed, it is sufficient to prove that

L/U = Ic/U, therefore to suppose X non singular. Then let D be a Weil

divisor such that its associated invertible sheaf is L. Because L/X — Xf

is trivial, there exists a rational function / on X such that άivx(f)/X —

Xf = D/X — X'. Set divjΓ (/) = nXf + Σ %D* with n, nt integers and Dt

i

irreducible hypersurfaces distinct from Xf (X; is irreducible because it

is non singular and, on the other hand, it is connected taking into

account of the normality of y and the connectedness theorem of Zariski).

Then divx (f)/X - Xf = Σ ^DJX - X'. Then D = Σ niDi + n'X', there-
i i

fore D = divx (/) + (nf — ri)X' and take c = n — n\ In particular, the

isomorphism L^IC implies ΐ*(L) ̂  i*(Ic), or, what is the same

(5) i*(ωx) = (ΐ*(/))c

(because i*φ*(ωγ) = OΣ,). Now it is well known that i*(ωΣ) = ωx, (x) i*(ΐ)

(see [1] proposition 2.4, chap. I). Substituting this last formula in (5),

one get:

( 6) ωz.^ (i*(ΐ)γ-λ and ωΣ ^ φ*(ωγ) ® Ic . Q.E.D.
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COROLLARY 1. Let yeY be an isolated normal singularity of type

((%!,Si), ,(nr,sr)). If its local ring OYtV is Gorenstein, then

n 4- 1 n I 1
( 7 ) — — — = = r "*"— = a with aeZ a (positive) integer

s1 sr

and

( 8 ) ωx ^ φ*(ωγ) Θ Γ~a .

Proof. In our case i*(7) = 0(8!, , sr) and ω^ = 0 ( — ^ — 1, -, —wr

— 1) because X7 is a product of projective spaces. The corollary 1 fol-

lows now from (6), taking a = 1 — c.

COROLLARY 2. Let X; be a projective non singular variety imbedded

in the projective space Pn. If the vertex of the affine cone of Xr via

this imbedding is Gorenstein, then there exists an integer meZ such

that ωx, = Ox,(m), where Ox,(l) stands for the hyperplane section of X'

in Pn.

Proof. Let Y be the affine cone of Xf via our imbedding and y be

its vertex. If we blow up y one get X' as exceptional locus. Moreover,

X = V(0χ/(l)) <-> (the vector bundle associated to Ox,(l)) and the immer-

sion i: Xr <=—> X (from the diagram (*)) coincides with the zero section

of this bundle. Because ΐ*(7) = Ox,(l), the corollary follows from prop-

osition 2.

Remark. The use of corollary 2 is that it allows us to see that

the vertexes of certain cones are not Gorenstein. For example take as

Xr a non singular complete intersection in Pn given by the (homogeneous)

equations f19 ,/»_d of degrees mlf ,mn_d respectively. Suppose d =

( n-d \

and that the Picard group of Xr is the cyclic (infinite) group generated

by the class of Ox,(l) (see [10], expose XII).

Now consider another imbedding of X', namely the immersion

h: X' ^-> P(H°(X', Ox,(s)) = P, where s is a fixed positive integer. Then

fe*(Op(l)) = Oχ/(s). The corollary 2 of proposition 2 says therefore that

the vertex of the affine cone of Xf via h is not a Gorenstein point if
n-d

Y\ mt — n — 1 is not a multiple of s.
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THEOREM 2. Let y GY be an isolated normal singularity of type

((n19 Si), , (nr,sr)). Then the local ring OY)V is Gorensteίn if and only

if there exists a positive integer a such that nx + 1 = aslf , nr + 1 =

asr and in this case ωz — φ*(ωγ) (x) P~a.

Proof.*} We have only to prove that Oγ>y is Gorenstein, assuming

the existence of the integer a such that nx + 1 = as19 , nr + 1 = asr,

because the another part in contained in corollary 1 of proposition 2.

Because OYtV is Gorenstein if and only if its m^-adic completion is

so, theorem 1 reduces the problem to the case of the vertex of the

the cone considered in the example (see § 1). Thus we can work with

the diagram (*) in which Y is the projective cone (see EGA II (8.3))

arising from the Segre-Veronese imbedding of type ((n19 sx), , (nr,sr))>

i.e. we can suppose Y projective and nonsingular outside of y. The idea

of the proof is to prove (according with the theorem B) that the dualiz-

ing sheaf ωγ is invertible. The main steps are:

Step 1. There exists an open neighbourhood U of X' in X such

thatωx/C7 = P~a/U.

Step 2. There exists an invertible Or-module ω such that ωx =

φ*(ω) (8) P~a.

Step 3. ω constructed in step 2 is isomorphic to the dualizing

sheaf ωγ.

Proof of step 1. We need the following:

LEMMA. In the notations of the diagram (*) from introduction^

assume that X; is non singular and ΈP(X'> ί*In) = 0 for every n > 0.

Then for every invertible Ox-module having the property i*(L) ^ Ox,,

there exists an open neighbourhood U of Xf in X such that L/U = Oz/U.

Proof of the lemma. We can restrict ourselves to the case where

<p(X) = Y is affine because the problem is local along X\ Then the exact

sequence

0 _> J» + i _> /n _, i^i*(In) _> 0

gives rise (by tensorizing with L and taking into account that i*(L) =

Ox>) to the exact sequence

0 -* L (x) In+1 ->L®In-> ί*i*(In) -> 0

See added in proof.
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The exact sequence of cohomology and the hypothesis that

H\X', i*In) = 0 for all n > 0 allows us to deduce that the natural homo-

morphism

H\X, L ® In+1) -> H\X, L ® In)

is surjective. Because Y is aflfine and φ is proper, then H\X,L®In) = 0

for n big enough; thus, by descending induction, one deduces that

H\X, L ® /) = 0. This shows as in the proof of theorem 1 that the

homomorphism of restriction H\X, L) -> H\X', Ox.) is surjective, there-

fore there is a section s e H°(X, L) with the property that s(x) Φ 0 for

every x e X'. Then taking U = {x e X/s(x) Φ 0/, the lemma is proved.

In order to prove step 1, we observe that ωΣ is invertible be-

cause it is nothing else but the sheaf of differentials of degree d =

dim (X) (X being non singular). Put L .= ωx <g) Ia~\ Then i*(L) = i*(ωx) ®

i*(/) ® i*^- 1) = Oi-n, - 1, , -nr - 1) <g> O(as19 , αsr) = Ox,. On the

other hand the hypothesis of the lemma are fullfiled by § 1, remark 1.

Thus step 1 follows from the lemma.

Proof of step 2. By step 1, ωx®Ia~ι is trivial along X' and

then, by § 1, remark 2, there exists an invertible OF-module ω such that

<p*(ω) = ωx(8) Ia~ι

9 therefore

( 9 ) ωx S φ*(ω) ® P'a

Proof of step 3. Supposing ω constructed, we show first of all

that it gives a duality theorem for invertible OF-modules, i.e. for every

invertible OF-module E, there is a natural isomorphism between the

following (finite dimensional) vector spaces:

(10) H*>(Y, E) s (H*-*(Y, E ® ω)Y (dual).

For, we have E = φ*φ*(E) and Rqφ*(φ*(E)) = 0 for q > 0 (§ 1, re-

mark 2). Therefore the Leray spectral sequence

degenerates and therefore H*>(Y, E) ^ iϊ^(Y, φ*φ*(E)) ^ iϊ^(X, p*(£?)) (H)

Now, applying the duality theorem on X, one get

(12) HKX, φ*(E)) = (H*-*(X, φ*(EY ® ωΣ)Y

In order to prove (10), one remains to see that there is a natural

isomorphism
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(13) Hd-v(Y, E<g)ω)^ Hd~KX, <p*(E)v ® ωx) .

Applying once more (11) to E ® ω, one has Hd^(Y> &®ω)^. Hd"P(Xy φ*(E) ®

<P*(.ω)). Using (9) and this isomorphism, (13) becomes:

(130 H*-*(X, F) s Hd-v(X, F ® Γ~a)

where F = φ*(E) ® φ*(ω).

First of all observe that ΐ*(F) = Ox,. The exact sequence

(14) 0 - * Ox -» / - 1 -> H O ( - S I , , - β r ) - 0

tensorized with F, gives rise to the exact sequence

(15) 0 -* F -> F ® I" 1 -> ^Oί-βx, , - s r ) -^ 0 .

We claim that Hq(X', O(-slf , - s r ) ) = 0 for all q > 0. Indeed, all is

clear using Kϋnneth's formulas and the fact that — st > — nλ — 1,

• , — sr > — nr — 1 (because αsv = nv + 1 for all y)-see also § 1, remark

1. Therefore the long exact sequence of cohomology of (15) shows that

(13") Jff«(X, F) s H β(Z, F ® I"1) .

Tensorizing again (14), but now with F ® / " 1 , one get the exact

sequence

(16) 0 -> F ® /-1 -* F ® 7"2 -> i*O(-2sl9 , -2s r ) -> 0

(because ΐ*(F(x) Z"1) = O(—s1? , — sr)) and the same remarks as above

give:

(13"0 H^(Z, F ® 7"1) s Hα(X, F ® 7"2)

and iterating this (a — l)-times and taking into account that (1 — a)sv >

—nv — 1 for all = 1,2, ,r, the formula (130 is proved.

Now we arrived at the following situation: Y is non singular outside

of y and Cohen-Macaulay at y (by corollary 1 of theorem 1), ω is

an invertible OF-module which gives a duality theorem for all the

invertible OF-modules. If we show that ω ~ ωγ, theorem 2 will be

proved. In order to do this, observe that dim^ Hd(Y, ώ) = 1, because

Ha(Y,ω) = (H°(Y,Oτ)y = K (K is algebraically closed). Applying the

duality theorem A, one get HomO r (ω, ωγ) = (Hd(Y, ω))' and thus

^ HomO r (ω, ωF) = 1. Let / e HomOy (ω, ωr) be a basis of this space;
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one knows that ωγ is a torsion free OF-module of rank 1 and the canonical
map (in which K(Y) is the field of rational functions of Y

H o m θ F (ω, ωγ) -> Ή.omK{Y)(ω <g> K(Y), ωγ ® K(Y))

is injective (see [1], chapter 1). These imply that the natural homo-
morphism of restriction

H o m O r (ω, ωγ) -> H o m O r (ω/Y — y, ωγ/Y — y)

is also injective, and therefore bijective because the second space is one
dimensional. Indeed, this space equals to H°(Y — y,Oγ/Y — y), which
is isomorphic to H°(Y, Oγ), because y is a normal point and dim(Y) > 2.
Therefore f/Y — y is an isomorphism. Moreover, / is injective because
ω is invertible and ωγ is torsion free of rank 1. Considering the exact
sequence

(17) 0 > ω -L> ωγ > G > 0

we saw that Supp (G) c {y}. Finally, we claim that χ(Y, ω) = χ(Y, ωγ).
For, the duality theorems give: H«(Y,OY) = (Hd~*(Y,ω)Y = (#<*"«(Y,α^))'
for every g > 0. Therefore

χ(Y, ω) = (-l)dχ(Y, Or) = χ(Y, ωγ) .

The exact sequence (17) and the additivity of the Euler-Poincare
characteristic show that χ(Y, G) = 0 and therefore G = 0, because
dim (Supp (G)) < 0.

The theorem 2 is completely proved.

COROLLARY 1. Let y e Y δe αti isolated normal singularity of type
((n^sj, 9(nr, sr)). Then ωγ is invertible in a neighbourhood of y if
and only if there exists an integer a {which must be positive) such
that nx + 1 = as19 , nr + 1 = asr. If a = 1, one has furthermore
φ*(ωγ) = ωΣ.

COROLLARY 2. The vertex of the affine cone of Pn x Pm (n and m
being positive) via the Segre-Veronese imbedding given by forms of
bidegree (s, t) is a Gorenstein point if and only if there is an integer a
such that n — as and m — at. In particular the vertex of the affine
cone of Pn X Pm via the Segre immersion is a Gorenstein point if and
only if m = n.
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Remark. In [9] M. Fiorentini proved (by direct computations, using
the implicite equations) that the vertex of the affine cone of the protective
line P1 via the Veronese imbedding given by forms of degree 5, is not a
Gorenstein point if s > 3. Later, V. Brinzanescu generalized this
result to an arbitrary protective space Pn (see [8]), showing that the
corresponding vertex is Gorenstein if and only if n + 1 is multiple of s.
The method used by Brinzanescu is very elementary and works with the
parametric equations. These two methods are not more applicable for
the Segre imbedding for instance.

Added in proof. 1. The conclusion of theorem 1 can be improved,
as G. Pfister observed, in the sense that it remains still true by replacing
the completions of Oγ>y and Oγ>v by their henselizations this is a simple
consequence of theorem 1 and Artin's approximation theory.

2. The proof of theorem 2 can be simplified, using the following
characterization: if Z is a closed sub variety of Pn, then Z is arithmetic-
ally Gorenstein in Pn if and only if Z is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay
in Pn and the dualizing sheaf ωz is isomorphic to Oz(s) for a suitable
seZ. However, the present proof allows us to get a generalization of
theorem 2 to the case where y e Y is replaced by a suitable subvariety
Yr c=—> Y, such that this immersion is a Segre-Veronese imbedding (see
the forthcoming paper of N. Manolache and the author with this title).
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